Cleveland Humanities Collaborative

The Cleveland Humanities Collaborative (CHC) provides a pathway for LCCC students to complete their Associate of Arts degree and transfer to CWRU to pursue a Bachelor of Arts in one or more of CWRU’s humanities programs.

Associate of Arts at LCCC + Bachelor of Arts at CWRU = Choices

Are you working on your Associate of Arts degree? Do you love learning about people and how the world works? Do you have an excellent academic record?

Become a CHC Student!

As a CHC student at LCCC, you will have access to:

- Dedicated CHC program staff to support your academic and career development
- The opportunity to take one to two courses per semester at CWRU while still at LCCC
- Renowned humanities speakers and scholars
- Specialized programs that prepare you to study at a selective four-year university
- CHC Campus Day tours at CWRU

After graduating from LCCC with your Associate of Arts, if you have applied and been accepted to CWRU, you can…

Become a CHC Scholar!

As a CHC Scholar at CWRU, you will have access to:

- A financial aid package that makes a CWRU education possible
- A one-week Summer Bridge program that prepares you for CWRU and includes a stipend
- One-credit courses specific to CHC Scholars
- A cohort of like-minded students
- CHC academic mentoring and advising
- University Circle institutions and special campus programs
- Opportunities for funding for a local or international research project
- Humanities-based work-study opportunities
- Ongoing career counseling

Graduating from CWRU with a Bachelor of Arts in a humanities discipline…

Opens doors to your future!

The humanities teach us to value critical thinking and connect us to others in our world. A humanities degree gives you the freedom to study what you love while learning what drives you, where you excel and how to use the skills you developed at LCCC and CWRU to forge a path for your future.

Humanities graduates are employed in numerous career fields including education, nonprofit, business and management, entrepreneurship, public service and more.

A Bachelor of Arts from CWRU will also prepare you for subsequent work if you decide to pursue graduate or professional school.